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Dedication:
To The Team and for the Team. I give all credit to God and The Team because all Energy, Intellect
and Animation come from God.

CopyRite:
This book is channeled and written by Cynthia Marie Brewer. I am asking for donations so I may
continue to bring the knowledge to man.

Regardless of who you received this book from, please consider a $50.00 donation to the author,
posted to PayPal at 15309051037@yandex.com. You may use the same address for direct deposits to
Bank of America. You may contact the author at: cinbrewer@yandex.com or 530-905-0137.

The all-seeing eye knows all and sees all. If you are not in a position to donate, or can donate less,
you are forgiven. A lessor donation is not an insult; Cynthia was homeless, penniless and severely
disabled for years and thus has the wisdom to understand the need for currency to acquire sustenance
in the material world. This took years of great sacrifice to bring you this knowledge. There will be
another book assuming adequate funds are conveyed to accomplish it. I think it will be obvious as to
what is to come; the completion of a valid claim with a charge that THE ALL will recognize and honor.
Consider reading ‘Acclamations of Life – Claims with a Charge to better understand this second book by
Cynthia.

If we all act in honor and integrity, government control and enforcement would not be necessary.
Please excuse all errors and omissions. The author must move forward to dispense more information.
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Preface
Instead of walking through Life looking for the conclusions make a map. You will need to know
where you are going first. Plot it on the map, before you leave. Then set out asking the Universe for
help getting there and have faith in God to deliver you. If you do not know where you are going before
you take your first steps you may be going in the wrong direction and end up in the wrong place with
the wrong people. Those who can make you belief absurdities can make you commit atrocities. You
need a conclusion to determine the direction you will be going, before you start any process.
Please pardon the directness of the writing, there is a great deal to be said and we strive to give as
much as possible without the frills that make things enjoyable to read, but more time consuming. In this
case it will be the resulting Contractual agreements and the default and dishonor of those agreements
that gives the charge to the claim.
Life is so different than we all thought, even just a few years ago so we must keep out minds open
to flaws and follies of our thinking. Before manifesting a valid, you should consider establishing the
consequences you are devoted to or you may end up elsewhere. After you come to the conclusions of
your devotions you may apply your knowledge to claim you Birth Rites and Nobel Inheritance.
Manifestations are only desirable after you determine your devotions and then walk the straight
and narrow path to the consequences. Choose your role models wisely. When you follow others, the
results will be the Will of those you follow; which is we all are today.
This process serves to litigating your own Life, if that is what you desire! The gatekeeper(s) will
discover and determine if this information and knowledge came from you or is the word and work of
another soul and act accordingly on that knowledge. You are creating your own ‘re-legion’ through your
own ‘liti-gation’ in this Contract; You and others will be bound by it. You might become the Supreme
Power, Authority and Law over your own Life sooner than you think.
This must come from both the heart and mind. The heart giving the emotion, the mind giving the
knowledge, the soul giving the application; the form being the product, the results being the
manifestation of the product. If you are the real thing, walk the walk and talk the talk, in perfect
harmony and accord with your contract, you are going to walk out of your miserable circumstances with
the minimum of an apology. Humble yourself, if you hold the mirror too close, without humbling
yourself and even holding your tongue for the public show, this could result in control issues with
alleged/assumed principles, so maintain your full faith, composure and poise at all times. Having full
faith which means always think that you are on the threshold of receiving that which you long for.
Having good faith is less than.
The example Contract in this book is the simplest way to describe the bigger picture. The separate
contract would not transfer over with the same formatting so it is posted separately. It is important to
look up the definitions of all words and be certain to define all words used, or someone else will assume
the definitions for you. Don’t take advice from anyone you have been down that road of fear based
control do you own thinking and connect your own dots. Never wonder if you should believe someone
else over your own lying eyes otherwise you will be subject to their will and that will is usually based on
selfish manipulations and enrichments at your expense.
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It will probably require going in circles with all the attachments because it is a Universal Law and if
you have not had the experience and thus the wisdom, it is impossible to comprehend the first times
over because you do not understand how they fit in relationship to one another, yet.

Prerequisites
Without a solid foundation the structure will fall, the same goes for nations, empires, individuals,
and even atoms. If you are having problems with moneychangers, policies, courts, government or the
like, please read Acclamations of Life - Claims with a Charge, By: The Team, to grasp an understanding
of this curriculum guide. All the paperwork in the world will not save you from your own thoughts,
actions, emotions, feelings and especially you own words. This guide is intended to give the tools
required to be victorious in your devotions.
Our entire species and world is threatened because we are a threat to the Universe. While
mankind is preoccupies with matters of IRS and other chicanery of personal emergencies, he fails to
seek the Kingdom of God first, which is the solution to all the problems. It is no wonder the alien
breeding programs are under way to genetically modify us into something harmonious with Universal
Laws. Notations are placed throughout the Contract to ensure that anyone serving it actually reads it.
If you think it takes a long time to read and comprehend it, consider the time energy and intellect put
into writing it.
This Contract fulfills Civil Law, Administrative Law, National Law, International Law, Universal Law
(God’s Law), Contract Law, Securities Law, Regulatory Law, Public Law, Private Law, and just happen to
satisfy the rules, regulations, codes and procures required without siting them as the authority, walking
into jurisdiction or forfeiting you Birth Rights and Noble Inheritance. Um! Ah! Your protection is God
and your invisible friends, so you will need to be in integrity and have full faith. You are guaranteed to
be surprised at the honor of the Court.
You are welcome to plagiarize it, but at least read it. There is a great deal of repetition in multiple
different sections so once you own the concepts it will smooth out. If you decide to make changes
investigate why the part you wish to change may be written as it is.
It would be irresponsible to give children the knowledge, gathered from books or spoken about
without a dispensation of experiences to bring new wisdom and light. We cannot trust you will your full
potential without the wisdom. We have done that you are experiencing the consequences and how
easily you are all deceived. It is for a higher good. We cannot restore your full potential until you have
the wisdom to apply it appropriately in your creations.
It is important not to judge this knowledge, but rather accept it and apply it, or you may be given
the experience to gain the wisdom. The author/writer/transcriber is not an advocate for or against the
knowledge, but rather a light bearer of the knowledge and one who had the experiences to comprehend
it and thus the wisdom to write about it. It harmed the writer greatly, so she intervened to help others
prevent harm to others, ultimately experiencing multiple doses; some not intended for her. The
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discovery made is that those she intervened for are none the wiser! In hindsight, the writer took the
wisdom intended for others and does not want to continue making the same mistakes.
The knowledge being discussed is not the way of Life is intended be and we need you to be aware
of that. Under God’s Laws intent is Supreme which is why we are putting so much emphasis on your
thoughts, emotions, words and action. Acquiring all of the knowledge dispensed herein could take
many life times in your currents evolutions E.g. the chicanery of the words without the intended
meanings and definitions would take many years to fully exhaust. It is the principles we are conveying
not the particulars.

Prolog
Nobody leaves this world unscathed. We come into this world naked and afraid and leave the
same way. We are here to define who and what we are individually as men as well as collectively as
nations and as a species. While we are here everyone experiences fear, pain, suffering, misery and
deprivations of many varieties. It is what we learn from and do with those experiences that is the focus
of this doctrine.
We are the product of the conception from the marriage of Energy and matter, spoken into
existence and translated in the English word as ‘man’. All Energy, including intellect, and matter is in
fact and in deed the property of The Creator. The manipulation of the Divine Energy and/or matter by
others does not change that fact. The Trust of God contains THE ALL. Man is part of THE ALL; and yet he
is not THE ALL.
The Prime Creator, God, bestowed upon man certain Innate and Inherent Birth Rights and a Noble
Inheritance. It is that claim that must come forth. Any other claim is an inferior claim. The Trust of God
created by The Will of God, spoken into existence through the breath, is the Perfect, Divine, Ineffable,
Irrevocable and Supreme Law. God serves as the Creator and Benefactor of the trust and he has
bestowed you Birth Rights and Noble Inheritance unto you. Your failure or otherwise refusal to accept
your God Given Rights and Inheritance is your forfeiture of the same default of inferior laws; thus the
inferior laws, known as mankind’s laws protects the rights of others making a claim over your God Given
Rights and Inheritance. We must displace mankind’s default law with the Supreme Law (also known as
Universal Law), granted by The Supreme Authority and Supreme Power, God, The Benefactor and
Grantor of the Trust of God containing THE ALL. This must be done of and by each and every man’s own
Free Will and volition which is determined by his devotions.
With as crazy as it sounds, the world is in Divine Order. The undesirable experiences and
usurpations that we are all experiencing is all the results of obscure and bazaar ideas and creations of
mankind reflected back upon him or ignorance and negligence of a valid claim. Mankind received
knowledge (light) and ab(used) it in harmful ways; now he reaps what he sewed. God laid down the
Laws and mankind disobeyed, some deliberately, others unwittingly. It is mankind that created this
mess, not God. Only God can remedy it and he already did; it is already built into the Universal Laws.
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While the truth is transient, what we have been taught throughout our entire lives is not the truth
in any reality, but rather a scheme built of chicanery. This is so massive and monumental, that it really
did not come entirely from the men inhabiting the terrestrial globe. Disclosure has it, this is the results
of extraterrestrial and extradimensional alien beings, using man as products of their enterprise. Exactly
like man, they have different thoughts, feelings, emotions and motives for desired outcomes. If you are
a ‘Targeted Individual’ you have most likely experienced this first hand. This also accounts for the
seemingly bipolar personalities of those named ‘GOD’, ‘God’, ‘god’, ‘LORD’, ‘Lord’, ‘lord’ and other
verisimilitudes. Those would all be different trusts that are similar in the chicanery today and easily
located in the Country Recorder’s Office under the Real Estate Records (not available on-line usually).
Just because we see the side of willful compliance by most alleged authorities, does not mean that
serves as an excuse or justification for the chicanery or inequities put into motion by the alleged
authorities. We do our best not to shame, blame, condemn or judge them, nor seek retribution; that is
left to God; however God works through man. We do what we are here to do and do not allow them to
control who and what we chose to define ourselves as. Our thoughts, feelings, words and emotions are
ours.
This world is created of Divine Energies full of quantum entanglements of multiple realities. We
unwittingly create our own realities when we ‘react’ to external forces by consensual agreements as
well as unwitting agreements. Humanity got duped in mass in the chicanery the system. The system
controlled the paradigms of men on this planet and all but a few of us did the best we could with the
information we were force fed.
We have been conditions and misguided into volunteering into the traps set by the
moneychangers, politicians, statesmen, religious leaders, schools, social groups, our families and the
media, inter alia. Our unwitting agreements come from our thoughts, feelings, emotions,
misunderstandings, ignorance, fear, ridicule and domination, inter alia, by others. This is why
Acclamations of Life – Claims with a Charge is a requirement to understand this curriculum guide,
excepting the learned.
It is time for man to step up to the plate and make his valid claim of Life and claim his Sacred and
Divine Birth Rights and Noble Inheritance. Man must take responsibility for that which he creates as
well as that which we all create collectively. With no shame, blame or judgment man must make
corrections in areas of negligence and ignorance.

Purpose
This promulgation is the result of agitation by the Guardians of our Race to cause us to
contemplate our devotions and define who and what we are and determine our progress in evolution.
This is the remedy. Your ego(s) is/are not in control folks! It is your Spirit that does the work and
creates. Everything is in Divine Order! Keep going! A comfortable, peaceful and beautiful life is not
conductive to important matters, but rather results in ‘the seven deadly sins’ as described in your
religious teachings. Your purpose will not be clear until after you have completed the curriculum. It will
lead you in circle, after circle after circle and never really be done, but rather acceptable in the moment.
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The main purpose of this doctrine is to get settlement and that may include bringing about
changes. There are many people out there who live in luxury from the usurpations and abuses of others
and thus do not want the system to change. Assuming we are one who desires change, we need an
understanding to be able to make that change. This doctrine is directed at the people, who not want
change because they benefit from the harm and demise of others. When it is their turn in the cauldron,
and is under Universal Law, they will desire change of their own free will and devotion.

Mission
Our current mission is to travel against the historical time, search for our mistakes, correct and/or
irradiate them and obliterate the fundamental blunders. You are given the science, technology and
Spiritual awareness to enable us to do this at the point. Unfortunately, some among you have learned
to the control natural powers and gone against natural law making your society miserable while others
have hindered spiritual advancement through dogmatic religious teachings while others lied about
known truths.
This book and the exercises teach a key lesson to search for your conclusions before you act. That
is what we are doing by writing the Contract, which is the conclusion, before we write FIRST NOTICE
beginning the process.
What you will actually accomplish if you finish to a satisfactory level is your Will. You will granted
Free Will and Dominion when satisfactorily completed. The irony is, the law is and always was in accord
with Universal Laws, humanity was deliberately lead astray and mal-educated deliberately for reasons
we can only guess at; and opportunists took advantage not realizing that they will reap what they
sewed. One thing is for certain, we all got wisdom! I have full faith that I will get the wings of an angel
soon.
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FIRST EXAMPLE:
This is the simplest example that we could put together at this time. Every person has their own
problems. This will need to be modified to suit your own situation. You have two things happening here
simultaneously. One, you are Establishing a Contractual agreement for payment and to perfect a
security instrument; and, two you are getting a default and dishonor for the debts owed to you. The
confusion happens because the contract takes 10 days between mailings and the billing is done on a 30
day cycle. Obviously there is more knowledge here, but I am keeping it short to get the understanding
of the outline established. After the structure is done, the details and other information can be added.
First and foremost, and the reason for this lesson upon humanity…

Come to the conclusion and make a Contact for the reconciliation and recompense, FIRST!
Here is the outline for the bare minimum for the purposes of understanding principle of the process.
This exhibits how important writing the contract before you being is. It would not be unlikely to go
through and make 100 to 500 changes following the first rendition. You are litigating your entire life.
Expect to grow some wings!
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For: FIRST MIDDLE LAST
CONTACT INFORMATION

Contract 123456
Sept. 15, 2014 (Date – not on a weekend or holiday)

PARTIES:
To: …….
From: ……

You agree to:

1. Pay me $400,000.00, plus all costs and expense; and,
2. Apologize to me
for reconciliation and recompense for the harm done when you stole my home without my consent
or agreement on Nov. 1, 2013.

Signed By: ……

(Payment and performance bond)

Next, we need to get the notices together and completed before anything is mailed.
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For: FIRST MIDDLE LAST
CONTACT INFORMATION

FIRST NOTICE
June 15, 2014
PARTIES: To: From:
CAUSE:
On Sept. 15, 2013, you stole my home caused me harm without my agreement.
OPPORTUNITY TO CURE:

1. Apologize to me; And,
2. Give me back my home or $300,000.00, plus $100,000 for harm done, within
10 days.
Or: Respond back to me giving detailed written cause why not, within 10 days.
CONSEQUENCE:
Your failure or otherwise refusal to respond in ten days is your agreement that you owe me
an apology and $400,000.00 for the home and all arbitrations costs and expenses,
(estimating $500,000.00 total), within 10 days.

Signed By: ……

ENCLOSED:
FIRST NOTICE, INVOICE, BILL OF SALE, BILL OF LADING, PROOF OF SERVICE, INSPECTION EDITION
OF The Contract #123456.
Wait 10 days….
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For: FIRST MIDDLE LAST
CONTACT INFORMATION

SECOND NOTICE (FAULT)
June 30, 2014
PARTIES: To: From:
Notice of Non-response:
1. On or about June 15, 2014, I sent you FIRST NOTICE AND OPPORTUNITY TO CURE.
a. You failed to responds and therefore ADMIT AND STIPULATE that on Sept.,
11, 2013 you stole my home and refuse to compensate and/or reconcile
with me, within 10 days.
b. You owe me a sincere apology and $400,000.00 plus all costs and expenses,
within 10 days.
CAUSE:
On Nov. 1, 2012, you stole my home and caused me harm without my agreement or
reconciliation and recompense.
SECOND OPPORTUNITY TO CURE:

1. Give me back my home or $400,000.00, plus all costs and expenses; And
2. apologize sincerely, within 10 days.
Or: Respond back to me giving detailed written cause why not, within 10 days.
CONSEQUENCE:
Your failure or otherwise refusal to respond is you agreement that you owe me a sincere
apology, $400,000.00 for the home and all arbitrations costs and expenses within 10 days.

Signed By: ……

Enclosed: SECOND NOTICE, And PROOF OF SERVICE.
Wait 10 days….
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For: FIRST MIDDLE LAST
CONTACT INFORMATION
THIRD NOTICE (DEFAULT) - FINAL NOTICE
July 15, 2014
PARTIES: To:
From:
Notice of Non-response:
1. On or about June 15, 2014, I sent you FIRST NOTICE AND OPPORTUNITY TO CURE.
a. You failed to responds, therefore ADMIT AND STIPULATE that on Sept., 11, 2013
you stole my home and refused me compensation and/or reconciliation.
b. You now admit and stipulate that you owe me a sincere apology and
$400,000.00, plus all costs and expenses and an apology, within 10 days.
2. On or about June 30, 2014, I sent you SECOND NOTICE AND OPPORTUNITY TO CURE.
a. You failed to respond; therefore we agree that on Sept., 11, 2013 you stole my
home and refused to me compensation and/or reconciliation within 10 days.
b. You now agree that you owe me a sincere apology and $400,000.00, plus all
costs and expenses and an apology due and owing immediately.
CAUSE:
On or about Nov. 1, 2014, you stole my home and caused me harm without agreement or
reconciliation and recompense.
THIRD OPPORTUNITY TO CURE:

1. Give me back my home or $400,000.00, plus all costs and expenses; And,
2. Apologize sincerely.
Or: Respond back to me giving detailed written cause why not.
CONSEQUENCIAL AGREEMENT:
You agree that you owe me a sincere apology, $400,000.00 for the home and all arbitrations
costs and expenses, immediately, immediately.

Signed By: ……

ENCLOSED: THIRD NOTICE, Copy of Contract 123456, and PROOF OF SERVICE.
This Established Contract 123456 and thus the security interests.
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PAST DUE (FORTH NOTICE - SECOND BILL)
NOTICE OF FAULT
August 15, 2014 (Billing is done 30 days apart)

PARTIES: To: …..
From: ……….
Notice:
Your Bill is past due and will be in DEFAULT in 30 days….

Signed By: ….

ENCLOSED: Notice, BILL, INVOICE, PROOF OF SERVICE
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FINAL NOTICE – (FIFTH NOTICE - THIRD BILL) NOTICE OF DEFAULT
September 15, 2014

PARTIES: To: From:

Your account is in DEFAULT and overdue. In 30 days, your account will be DELINQUENT and may be
conveyed for collections.

Signed By: ……

ENCLOSED: Notice, BILL, INVOICE, PROOF OF SERVICE
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NOTICE OF DELINQUENCY
October 15, 2014
1. On or about June 15, 2014, I sent you FIRST NOTICE AND OPPORTUNITY TO CURE.
2. This included both the FIRST BILL and the Inspection Edition of Contract # 123456. Tracking No.
a. You failed to respond, therefore ADMIT AND STIPULATE that on Sept., 11, 2013 you stole my
home and refused me compensation and/or reconciliation.
b. You now admit and stipulate that you owe me a sincere apology and $400,000.00, plus all
costs and expenses and an apology, within 10 days.
3. On or about June 30, 2014, I sent you SECOND NOTICE AND OPPORTUNITY TO CURE. Tracking No.
a. You failed to respond; therefore we agree that on Sept., 11, 2013 you stole my home and
refused to me compensation and/or reconciliation within 10 days.
b. You now agree that you owe me a sincere apology and $400,000.00, plus all costs and
expenses and an apology due and owing immediately.
4. On or about July 15, 2014, I sent you THIRD NOTICE AND FINAL OPPORTUNITY TO CURE. Tracking
No.
a. You failed to respond so we established agreements under voluntary, noticed and informed
consent and agreement resulting in Contract #12345.
b. The securities interests and the collateral and surety is established.
5. On or about August 15, I sent you SECOND BILL - NOTICE OF FAULT and gave notice of DEFAULT in
30 days.
a. You did not respond.
6. On or about Sept. 15, 2014, I sent you THIRD BILL – NOTICE OF DEFAULT and gave notice of
DELINQUENCY in 30 days.
a. You did not respond.
7. On or about October 15, 2014, I conveyed the interests to another for collections.
This established a DEFAULT AGREEMENT and dishonor of payment and performance. In the example we
will make a secured agreement.
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The jurisprudence of the laws is that this is the basic set of circumstances required. However, that
may work well against your brother or sister, but in matters of privatized government they are acting on
the Executive order of the assumed principle. The problem becomes one of his claims to your ESTATE
which uses your body as a ‘human resource’ under the trust of the UNITED STATES et. al.. Therefore if
you own the thing, and someone else owns you, that someone else also owns the thing. If you win back
your home in a court and they own you, they own the home!!!!
You may wonder why example contract that is posted separately is so lengthy and complexity of the.
It is because it addresses the chicanery, occult and esoteric practices along with other contractual
requirements to establish a security interest under the Regulatory Improvement Act for self-executing
securities interests. It also covers that which could ensnare someone back into the same insanity they
desire to be delivered from.
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Disclosure
Some people do not like others who are innocent. The innocent holds the mirror up and exposes
the truth behind the activities of other. A prime example is when the people chose to crucify Jesus
instead of the thief; usurpation, trafficking and chicanery are three specific types of thievery. If the
audience was full of innocent people who had been injured by the thievery of others, they would have
chosen the thief; however, if the audience was full of thieves they would eliminate the mirror and thus
the innocent man holding it.
That should give some insight into the people in the audience. It should also give insight into the
people of the juries who judge, shame, blame, punish and condemn the innocent at the obvious
directive and guidance of the lawmakers, moneychangers, investors and the like. In fact, every single
innocent messenger sent has been murdered, and usually in a gruesome way.
Those who are truly innocent have a hard time understanding this, because you must be a thing to
know the thing. This inclusion to this book if for your consideration when writing the Contract based
upon your devotions. It is almost 100% probable that the investments of the people you will be serving
your Contract are in fact and in deed invested in the securities instruments that will be created from
your demise and at your expense.
This procedure is designed to be effective in all courts because our courts today are kangaroo
court that jumps from type of court to another and another and another without disclosure to you. This
is part of the witchcraft, because this makes one wonder which craft they are on. So, if they go from
Common Law, to Administrative Law, to Admiralty Law, to Contract Law, Constitutional Law, to
International Law, to making up the law as they go, and so on…, your Contract will stand in all courts.
This partly explains why so much information is included.
This is the labyrinths spoken of in so many mythical stories, which are nothing more than
metaphors, allegories and truths in ancient antiquity (before document history, [until very recently]
Most of this has been destroyed or archived by The Smithsonian, The Vatican and others). The idea is to
put them in an inescapable box of truths and agreements, and they are likely not to like that.
It is hot in the cauldron and we guarantee that you will not like what is going to happen to you if
you do not do it. The results or your Contract is unknown. It is best to give them a way out in the
OPPORTUNITY TO CURE and include forgiveness. It is the cause and effect sequences or consequences
of DELINQUNCY, that they should find distasteful and those consequences should be the mirror so they
reap what they have sewn.
You may desire to choose to walk away without further harm and even in acceptance of your prior
transgression (fall) for failure to state a valid claim. You may desire to ask for forgiveness for it is in your
forgiveness that you will be forgiven! Do not shame, blame or judge or the same will happen to you!
The same mirror you use on them is the same fate you will experience. Retribution is left to God.
Accept the losses and ask God for precipitation in obedience of the Word of God and see what happens.
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We are trying to stay neutral in the religious beliefs and teachings but when there is a marriage
between Spirit and Matter, both must be considered. In addition, the solutions have been hidden in
plain sight, but until recently man could not understand the inscrutable and undecipherable meanings
until he acquired the wisdom from learning and experience.
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Semantics
This is not an English lesson, so we will be a brief as possible in conveying the ideas behind the
English language. Be certain to read the prerequisite book tiled, Acclamations of Life – Claims with a
Charge for more English lessons as part of the Prerequisites to the knowledge. To exhibit the power of
the words, look up the word ‘Action’ in the GLOSSARY. It is very important to look up the meaning of
each and every word used before making alterations or electing to plagiarize or alter the Contract so you
can make a prudent decision and do not inadvertently nullify other agreements or include something
that can be misinterpreted, inter alia.
Some of the enumerations and agreements seem to be written awkwardly. That is because some
are written awkwardly, but most if not all are written with precision to work harmoniously and
synergistically together and result in a single interpretation. We did not make up this insanity, we
studied relentlessly for years to understand it and convey it to you. The accuracy may surprise you and
the inaccuracy you were taught may shock you, impede you, ground you out, cut you out of the
currency, get you hot, cause resistance, cause disturbance, cause you to have to revolt, get you amped
up, and/or illuminate or enlighten you! You are an electrical being!

Suffixes
Be certain to read the GLOSSARY for the words ‘-ion’, and other suffixes in the same general area.
Be informed that there are exceptions to these generalizations for different reasons. The point is, when
things go awry and you do not know what is wrong, look as the spell (writing) you have cast or the
enchantment (spoken) you breathed into existence, so you can discover how to correct it. This is how
the Gatekeepers know what is in your thoughts and/or where your weaknesses and ignorance is.
As we ‘man-age’ the spelling there are other letters that generally ‘govern’ the suffixes. The letter
‘g’ is transitive, meaning that it is in reference to another. The letter ‘s’ serves as an impedance to slow
or govern the flow of the currency; we think of it as a hiss or a leak. The letter ‘t’ separates the sides of
the account, so if the suffix is ‘-tion’ the energy is on one side of the account; whereas when the suffix is
‘sion’ the energy leaks through to the ‘s’ to other side. The letter ‘E’ concerns Energy.
From here forth, we are going to replace the word ‘Right’ as in ‘Birth Right’ to the word ‘Rite’ as in
‘Birth Rite’ to distinguish the word from mankind’s laws indicating direction (opposing ‘left’) from that
which is an Innate and Inherent Gift from God to the S word. Think that one through, you claim a
‘directive’ literally meaning ‘direction’ without rather than
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THE CURRICULUM
This is the advanced version. You may make your agreements as you see fit. If something is an
annoyance, you may want to make it three sentences. If it is life threatening, you may desire to make it
100 pages. There are two things to take into consideration:

1. Process or procedure – The Civil Procedures, giving three notices, etc.
2. Content – What the agreements are, Terms and Conditions, Definitions, etc.
The Civil Procedures and the concepts remain the same through all correspondence. The
DEFAULT is obtained when spoken or conveyed trice. The Civil Procedures is served upon the adversary
to settle the matter before going into court. After settlement is made, it complies with the
Administrative Procedures. What I have included here borders on oppressive and is simultaneously
sarcastic. It is clear that someone is looking upon their home with a microscope or satellite image and
holding a mirror in front of them that is so unconscionable it borders on ridiculous; and the same is what
their security agreements would say if full disclosure was given to you. It would be considered sick if
viewed by the innocent or unwitting ‘candidates’ that it is played upon. In fact, it is so sick that most
people do not believe it unless it happens to them personally.
There is only three things that you need to know. NEVER GO TO COURT WITHOUT A DEFUAULT
AGREEMENT; Never Go To Court Without A Default Agreement; and, Never go to court without a
default agreement. The idea is to fulfill all requirements in harmony and accord with all laws, especially
Universal Laws. Mankind’s laws need be required to enable the gatekeeper to process in accord and
harmony with mankind’s laws and the system. Always, ALWAYS, always settle with your adversary
before going to court…
The Civil Procedure process for the Administrative Procedure remedy, in accord with International
Law and The Universal Laws is based on getting agreements to bond the claim. That is meant by Claims
with a Charge in the title of the book Acclamations of Life – Claims with a Charge. The agreement
frequently bonds under tacit acquiescence - their failure to respond (because they can’t when doing
wrong) - placing them into DEFAULT and conveying it upon DELINQUENCY. The ‘Power of Three’1 is a
key. A brief overview, we must convey the following:

1. The first is a NOTICE. Then Wait ten (10) days. Three days for delivery, three days to
respond, three days for return and one day of grace. This is known as regulation Z or
Truth-in-lending under mankind’s laws. (Three sets of three days)
2. The second is a NOTICE OF FAULT. Then, wait ten (10) days for Reg. Z.
3. The third is a NOTICE OF DEFAULT. Then, wait ten days for Reg. Z. A total of (30) days
is the minimum time needed to perfect the agreements of a tacit contract.
4. Continue billing every thirty days for three months. If not payment or performance is
satisfied, the agreed Contract becomes DELINQUENT.
5. A DELINQUENT contract that is in accord and compliance with International Law and
Universal Law is eligible for trade.
6. Use that contractual agreement to satisfy any debts they the usurper created in court
or otherwise.
7. A Contractual agreement that meets all requirements is self-executing and can be
given to a moneychanger (Clerk, stockbroker) in exchange for the value, less a

1

Look up on the GLOSSARY
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discount. The value can be whatever the contract and billing statements are in the
agreement. It can include payments, performance and/or abstinence.
NEVER, NEVER, NEVER GO TO COURT WITHOUT A DEFAULT AGREEMENT!
It matters not what the facts are or who did what to who or who was injured or who harmed or
injured who or what. It is all about the agreement!
Here is a brief outline with reference notes, of the contents required to satisfy mankind’s law and
Universal Laws eliminating the need for any court or judge. More detail about each Notice and each
document is to come later. All of these documents correspond to each other and it will require many
cycles through it to perfect it. I suggest you finish the entire process before mailing FIRST NOTICE, you
will find you have stepped on your own tail a few time, or maybe hundreds of time the first go.
Remember that all of these documents correspond with one another. When one thing changes
on one documents all the rest of the documents must also be changed. This also happens between all
the Notices. When you change on thing on one notice, all the documents change along with it as well as
all the other notices. It is a technological mess in the abuse of organized alien technologies used as a
weapon against humanity by you know who by now… which is a billable item if you put it on the PRICE
LIST.
You can’t do a FIRST NOTICE until the Contract is FINISHED because you need to define where
you are going FIRST. Before the beginning there is always the end in the reoccurring cycles of infinite
Life. That is a Universal Law! Because the path has been paved, the following will be the contents
however to be in accord and harmony with the Contract: When you have finished, you will realize that
the Contract is you own Will; Created of you own Free Will and volition!!! No one else can make your
own Free Will, however, stimulation and articulation from another can be beneficial:

FIRST NOTICE
1. TABLE OF CONTENTS
2. PARTIES IN ACTION – This part takes a long time because the chicanery includes
hidden trusts, hidden assumed principles, ect.. Read Acclamations Of Life – Claims
with a Charge to give some insight.
3. THE CAUSE FOR ACTION ie. Settlement; or reconciliation and recompense for harm
caused as a result of another’s (Use the party names) activities remain general and be
brief.
4. STATUS AND STANDING (The “I” opener). ie Who you are and why you have the power
and authority to state a claim in the matter. Where your authority came from. This is
key to all that is. I AM THAT I AM.
5. AFFIRMATION OF FACTS in the matter. This must correspond with the TRUE BILL AND
ACCOUNTING. Always include dates. Make an itemized enumerated list of facts that
only point to exhibits when it is necessary. Keep it as simple as humanly possible! If it
is not billable don’t use it! #1 They lied, bearing false witness #2 They wrongfully
incarcerated you. #3 They usurped your property. It would not even matter if they are
true, if we were not always, always, always in integrity. Do not argue; where they bear
false witness it does not change any facts; it adds to them! It is billable. Do not include
anything that is not a billable item; nothing. They do not care what happened they just
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want to settle the accounts and pay the bills. Include other evidence only to prevent
controversy and thus more opportunity for chicanery, even that does not matter. Label
the activity but label with something on the PRICE LIST. This list should be itemized
and enumerated to correspond with the TRUE BILL AND ACCOUNTING. Only place one
single charge in each enumeration; do not compound anything. The less the better! The
facts need to point to the evidence E.g. The proof of interest in your property from the
beginning. It could be a mortgage containing fraud and bill for the value in one
enumeration and charge for fraud in another enumeration). Use your discernment to
just shut it down in one fatal blow as imply and as direct as possible. This takes time!
Anytime you affirm anything you want to read it out loud in front of two or more
witnesses and include the same facts.
6. EVIDENCE of what you are corresponding about. Pointed to in the Affirmation of facts.
It can be the Contract itself only.
7. THE OPPORTUNITY TO CURE and resolve the matter. This means give them a chance to
right their wrongs thrice in the Civil Procedures.
7.1. Include the remedy. It has to be possible and doable, so describe this. Ie Respond
to the questions and statements in the FIRST NOTICE or agree to the terms and
conditions of the Contract.
8. COMMAND FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS. Ask for the pertinent documents such
as the Bill of Sale on their claim. They most likely do not have the BILL OF SALE from
God for your dispensations! Do not go over 20 items.
9. SPECIFIC NEGATIVE AVERMENTS. Ask them to swear under penalty of perjury to the
facts in the matter and the consequence. This should correspond with the
enumerations in the AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS. Include dates. Ie #1 That they did not bear
false witness; otherwise they agree they did. #2 That they did not incarcerated you
without any cause in fact; otherwise they agree they did. #4 they did not usurp your
property; otherwise they agree they did. Do not compound these with additional,
questions, statements or agreements; simple, single questions only. Refer to the
element of communication in Acclamations Of Life. Do not go over 20 enumerations
this will be hard to match up later. Note: To keep your enumerations consistent, you
may also consider making #1 the expectation from the COMMAND FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS i.e. #1 False claim…. You will understand that after you go through the
experience! You are given an invaluable masterpiece here. Finish the whole process
before mailing FIRST NOTICE.
10. SECURITY AGREEMENT. What will be the asset that backs the bond? Eg. You may
choose to get their agreement to use all their rights, power, authority property and/or
their embodiments. (DNA is the asset that backs the world currency it is exchange for
science and technology in the alien trade pact and used for trademarks for the unjust
enrichment of the usurpers of the planet: moneychangers, lawmakers, politicians,
statesmen, etc.).
11. STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS. You are formulating an agreement. That is what
a bond is, it is also called a Contract. The paper certificate is the memorialization of the
agreement. Be certain to define the words as used therein.
12. CONSEQUENCES. Their agreement for reconciliation and recompense; otherwise the
consequences. E.g. …for their failure or otherwise refusal to respond to the COMMAND
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS and SPECIFIC NEGATIVE AVERMENTS is their
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admission and stipulation and agreement to the harm they caused and their agreement
for recompense found in the OPPORTUNITY TO CURE. Pay and perform in accord with
the TRUE BILL AND ACCOUNTING.
13. PRICE LIST The price of the activities includes all that happened to you and then some
items in anticipatory repudiation (breach). i.e. Bearing false witness $5,000.00;
Incarceration $1,000.00 per day; Usurpation $ 300,000.00; chicanery $100,000.00 etc.
14. TRUE BILL AND ACCOUNTING – Includes dates. The TRUE BILL is an accounting of
when they agreed that they did to harm you already in accord with THE AFFIDAVIT OF
FACTS and SPECIFIC NEGATIVE AVERMENTS and the price is determined by the PRICE
LIST the and gives the value. You must keep the enumerations and dates consistent.
These would be the same as the ‘counts’ in a court. The ACCOUNTING part is what they
agree to after receiving the FIRST NOTICE. Anything that they do that is listed on the
PRICE LIST is not only acceptance of the Contract, i.e. chicanery $100,000.00, but also
additional charges on the account.
15. INVOICE – Itemize and enumerate the agreements and list the same keeping the
enumerations and dates constant.
16. BILL OF LADING – This is a shipping label describing what is enclosed and conveyed to
who, placing that person in a position of trust and in possession in fact and deed. A
BILL OF LADING is a negotiable instrument.
17. MANIFEST OF CARGO – Write up an itemized list of everything that is enclosed and
include the page count giving a TABLE OF CONTENTS and proof of contents for the
conveyance. I print two. One in front, the other for the BILL OF LADING at the end.
18. PROOF OF SERVICE and conveyance. Get a disinterested person to confirm that
everything is in the envelope in accord with the MANIFEST OF CARGO, seal the
envelope and send it to the recipient.
19. You may include an “Inspection Edition” of the anticipated Contract that will be used
upon DELINQUENCY, therefore giving absolute full disclosure. It is an “Inspection
Edition” so it may be changed according to the negotiations. This show good faith, clean
hands and give no rise for any controversy. This is not a requirement, but a good idea.
Send it certified mail and give an address to respond to. I give my address as the Executive for the
ESTATE. Anything to eliminate complication and other people is a good idea. I do not use a Notary
Public, or any statesman. That would be forfeiting my position as the Executive position over the
ESTATE. Witnesses are good, but do not matter if you forfeit your Power or Authority.
10 days later, send:
SECOND NOTICE – NOTICE OF FAULT
Basically, repeat the same thing as FIRST NOTICE, but omit the billing, because billing is done on a
30 day cycle rather than the ten days required for contractual agreements. Use the consequence of the
as the agreement to form the Contract for the bond.

1. PARTIES IN ACTION.
2. CAUSE FOR ACTION.
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3. NOTICE OF NON-RESPONSE from the address that you gave them for response. The
Executor of the ESTATE works just fine!
4. ADMISSIONS AND STIPULATIONS. Keep your enumerations from FIRST NOTICE true in
all correspondence. In the absence of a response, the COMMAND FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENT and SPECIFIC NEGATIVE AVERMENTS become of their ADMISSIONS AND
STIPULATIONS from the COMMAND FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS and the
SPECIFIC NEGATIVE AVERMENTS. The will later become the agreements in the THIRD
NOTICE and on the Contract evidenced on the INVOICE and TRUE BILL AND
ACCOUNTING and agreed by DEFAULT and eventually crystalized upon conveyance
following DELINQUENCY. eg. They admit and stipulate that they have no valid claim.
5. SECOND OPPORTUNITY TO CURE. Give them the opportunity to respond to the FIRST
NOTICE, or in the alternative agree to what is presented in FIRST NOTICE, including the
Contract and the TRUE BILL AND ACCOUNTING.
6. MANIFEST OF CARGO. Exhibit the contents of the conveyance and refer to it on the
PROOF OF SERVICE. Exhibit a TABLE OF CONTENTS and a page count.
7. PROOF OF SERVICE. Include the MANIFEST OF CARGO for the contents conveyed.
10 days later...
THIRD NOTICE – FINAL NOTICE - NOTICE OF DEFAULT

1. Refer back to the FIRST NOTICE and the SECOND NOTICE.
2. The COMMAND FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENT and SPECIFIC NEGATIVE
AVERMENTS from the FIRST NOTICE that were converted into ADMISSIONS AND
STIPULATIONS in the SECOND NOTICE now become AGREEMENTS in the THIRD
NOTICE! You now have a default agreement.
3. You give a FINAL OPPORTUNITY TO CURE.
8. Include the financial instruments…The PRICE LIST, BILL OF LADING, INVOICE and
TRUE BILL AND ACCOUNTING.
4. MANFEST OF CARGO- Itemize what is enclosed and conveyed.
5. PROOF OF SERVICE- Proof of conveyance.
After the (90) days required to establish a DEFAULT and DISHONOR you have a perfected security
interest. You may now convey the interests to others for collections. You can now sell or trade the
instrument for liquidation. Once the interests are conveyed the debts become DELINQUENT. You must
give Notice of the DELINQUENCY within the billing cycle. The debtors are now eligible for liquidation
and there is no chance of redemption, discharge or forgiveness. The interests are bundled and sold in
the marketplace. It is in the moneychangers hands and there is no recalling it.
They did this to you if they stole you home and/or body. The ways of silent liquidation include the
use of biotechnologies, collections of life insurances, imprisonment and the like. Most likely they will be
imprisoned under some fictious, drummed up charges and experiencing the same things as the innocent
experience. The debtors may suffer from patented ‘natural causes’ and the like. They may drown or get
in a terrible accident or fall off a cliff. God’s Laws are Infallible and Irrevocable!
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The Contract
The Contract is a separate attachment. It is up to you to modify it to your re-legion. You can
choose to follow a CHURCH/STATE if that is your will to do so. However, the CHURCH/STATE is behind
the DNA banks and you are in the pool so carefully consider the consequences.
The example Contract is not your own person Will or devotions, but rather an example of
someone else’s Will to stimulate creativity. You may plagiarize that information which you elect to use
and eliminate that which you elect not to use. In addition, add to the Contract that what comes from
your heart and is not exhibited. Also, included Headers and Footers, placing your ESTATE NAME and
contact information at the top and page and page numbers where you want them.
To be effective you must own your devotions. This is an accumulation of information provided by:
The Team, it took millions of minds many years and great cooperation and sacrifice to come to these
conclusions. We are walking you through the process. The least you can do for yourself is to read it,
comprehend it and put it into your own words using your own devotions. In fact, your life depends on
it. Information in “( )” and italicized is comments to help the reader understand. It does not necessarily
belong in the Contract. Use your own dispensation of Intellect that is bestowed upon you. Your
Contract does not need to be this big or extensive, and it may bigger and more extensive.
You will see the following phrase reoccurring “…in all Universal Jurisdictions, venues and
dimensions.” (This includes the aliens and alien trade pacts).
The following Contract is only one example and needs to be modified according to each and every
man’s devotions. It is not intended to be agreed with unless you agree with it.
It is import to make observations about what you are agreeing to. E.g. In you Affirmations and in
you Memorandum you affirm that all actions are done in full faith and endorse the same. Faith is the
belief that you are on the brink of receiving that which you have been longing for. If the thoughts of the
mind or the emotions of the heart is not consistent with the written and/or spoken words that you
litigated and/or chanted it will be readily identified in the ecclesiastical courts (and all courts are
ecclesiastical today, even if only worked into to the kangaroo circus arenas, it is always included.);
therefore it is imperative that you read, contemplate and really comprehend what is in the Contract,
because that Contract is the conclusion of where you intend to end up. Under God’s Laws intention is
everything...
The Header primarily consists of the ESTATE name and contact information. This is an example of
the verbiage you may elect to use in the footer. Your page count will be different when you make your
alterations, etc.
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3-19 Contract 111123456 (Fiscal Date) -.
Errors and Omissions are consistent with intent. This is an attempt to collect a debt. Any/All information obtained may be used in
all Universal Jurisdictions and venues for all intents and purposes. Everything is reserved. TRACER Flag: 111123456789123456789
(Fiscal Date); 222123456789123456789 (Fiscal Date); 333123456789123456789 (Fiscal Date)
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The “I” Opener
If you were to tell a caterpillar that one day he will have the most beautiful wings like those of an
angel; he would call you a liar. …And so too will you do these things and others… The first thing you
must do is decide on your standing. Do you want and do you accept the responsibility of being the
controller of a world, nation and/or state? If you choose autonomy (GLOSSARY) will you make laws? If
you choose to enforce no laws, then there must be at least one law.
The “I AM PRESENCE”. It is literally a translation that means that you are the resurrection and a
Life Stream of God is in you, in multiple ancient languages. You had better mean it even though it may
be very difficult to grasp for someone who is a devout atheist, because the ‘I’ is all-seeing and allknowing ‘Eye’ in connection with the ‘Eye in the Sky’. There is no shame, blame or judgement to anyone
who has trouble grasping any or all of these concepts. Their entire life is all they know and they have
lived it under the veil of forgetfulness and chicanery their whole life thus losing confidence in his own
empirical senses. His heart beats, he has intelligence and he is animated; that energy comes from
somewhere. He has been forced to believe someone else over his own lying eyes his whole Life. All this
means is that he requires the experience to see the truth of the knowledge and as a natural
consequence he will acquire the wisdom. If any man forces his will onto him or he takes the
will/paperwork of another and serves it as his own, he will remain none the wiser, continue in the
illusion and even resent to giver of the knowledge. Further, he will continue to use his dispensation of
God’s Gifts in disharmony with the Universal Laws and it will result to harm to others.
This is the parable about Satan/Lucifer/multiple other Names. He was the first bringer of
Light/knowledge. It is not the knowledge that he brought that harms man; it is the abuse of that
knowledge by man that harms man. It is like blaming a gun bearer for the murders done by gun
purchasers and everyone being angry because the guns were sold to children. When the gift of
knowledge was given to man and the Universal Laws disobeyed we got a mess that harms everything
and everyone. To wake up other people and make them evolve into the ability to handle the
knowledge, they dispense the experiences to give enlightenment and wisdom. The knowledge is not the
problem. The problem is in defining where we are going and what we will do with it. OK so we all got
sideswiped in ways that cost many people their Lives! If you follow the path of those who created this
or wish to prove to be eviler in retribution, that is your own Free Will. If you have the wisdom you may
see them as poor role models and ‘elect’ to take the lead or choose someone else to follow. The
knowledge is here, we can’t change that without a cataclysmic event. Decide your devotions first so you
will be heading in the right direction.
The first thing that one must do when making a valid claim is decide what that claim be (is). To do
this each and every man must define his devotions and his status or standing; this is why the courts
always give a status hearing before proceeding. This is not a light task! DANGER!!! Be careful because
what you wish for you will get, if you do not transmuted it prior to manifestation. Also, be careful
because the manifestation does not come like you imagine it. There is usually a balance of good and evil
or more precisely the opposite poles in The Universal Law of Polarity. You may take a real high swing on
the pendulum if you are not balanced and harmonious. The writer of this book may give some insight
into that wisdom… someday… maybe...
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If you desire love, peace, harmony, care, compassion, enlightenment, grace, forgiveness and etc.,
that is the list of the devotions you must stick to. If you want hate, anger, resentment, frustrations,
pain, misery and suffering, by golly, that is you will so focus on those emotions and go with it. You must
also have the Power, Authority and Will to carry it out. That which we create, we get back regardless of
what we have experienced at the hands of others. If you dwell on or voluntarily think, feel and/or wish
anger, fear, frustration, resentfulness, jealousy, condemnation, disease, etc., or desire to force your will
upon others, the same will be your experience. That is why people adamantly claim their diseases. E.g.
They will go on and on with, “This and that about “my diabetes”” effectively claiming their diseases over
and over. This is crazy, because that diabetes is not theirs! Someone else created and holds a patent to
that disease! They will not give that disease up for anything; it actually becomes their identity and
excuse for everything that others may judge as wrong in their Life.
It is best to get yourself centered and really decide what you really want. The sample Contract can
be used as a guide. Just ice the cake, which took many years to bake, and claim it with all your heart in
full faith if you understand it. Remember, sometimes we experience karma from past lives or make
contracts for a ‘higher purpose’ in this life, and have the experience under a veil of forgetfulness. If you
do not understand this, there is no shame, blame or judgement, you may require some experience. If
you do not get the standing you desire, you probably understand this in hindsight and apply it next time.
You know? If you desire to define yourself as an angry, vengeful, evil and treacherous person, you
can and will. This is your Will and your Creation. You will reap what you sew and that is fine if that is
the experience your soul wants.

Extra contemplation:
People sometimes make decisions because they do not know a thing. We think it best to be
modest and conservative to keep the best balance.
Most books and studies will tell you that it is a proven fact that people are chasing happiness.
They mistakenly think material things will bring happiness. Happiness is an emotion, not controlled by
material wealth. More money does not result in more happiness; it results in more stress in trying to
protect it combined with a myriad of other undesirable emotions.
Money is not everything, but the author knows that a lack of money is. It is stressful when you do
not know where your next meal is coming from and you require resources for personal hygiene and
products while the world judges you, etc.. Money is a temptation that results in betrayal of devotions;
and thus betrayal of thy self and thy own heart, which is the biggest betrayal of all.
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Exercises:
Suggested Inclusion:
This is actually the Contract that we will be creating and tools that evolved over laborious hours of
trial and error. We will name the Contract, Contract 101.
This may not make sense yet because you have not completed the entire circle, but it will. You
may want (20) twenty to (30) thirty agreements with specific enumerations. We will use 30 thirty
agreements in Contract 101. Keep the enumerations continuous rather than starting over at one for
each section. You will need to change the headings in the FIRST NOTICE, but they will be merged later in
the circle, so do what you want and redo it when you make the discovery if you desire that experience.

1. Ten (10) in regards to THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS. Enumerations #1
to #10.
2. Ten (10) in regards to material issues. Enumerations #10 to #20.
3. Ten (10) in regards to Spiritual issues. Enumerations #20 to #30.
4. You can also add Axioms for some agreements. ( See GLOSSARY)
The use of “S/D” is/will be defined in the PARTIES on all documents. We are only working on a
section in this example that will need to correspond with all documents. In the PARTIES the ‘S/D’
represents who it is sent ‘to’ (from ‘you’). It stems from renaming them individually and jointly as:
“Surety/DEBTORS” which comes from the CAUSE OF ACTION “…because they harmed you…” in
combination with the SECURITY AGREEMENT wherein they basically pledge their property and bodies as
the collateral and surety to pay you for the harm they caused you. This Contract contains the
agreements. This will need to correspond with Contract 101 and all three preceding notices.
The use of ‘E/C’ is/will be defined in the PARTIES on all documents, and they all must correspond
in all conveyances. We are only working on a section in this example. ‘E/C’ is defined as ‘you’ the PARTY
it is sent ‘from’. It is an abbreviation for ‘Elector/CREDITOR’. You may want to defined it as ‘Sovereign
Elector’. It is up to you to elect.
Within other locations of Contract 101 other qualifiers and information that pertains to multiple
items will be included, many of the located in the TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
Enumerations #1 - #10 which will correspond with THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS.

Specific Agreements
1. We are all under the Word of God and the resulting Trust of God and Will of
God.
2. God is the Supreme Power, Authority and Law.
3. God Created and is the Source, Benefactor and Grantor of THE ALL, including
man.
4. God owns everything.
5. The Word of God is the Supreme Law, Power and Authority.
6. S/D agrees to obey the Word of God.
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7. God bestowed Gifts upon man granting and giving man Innate and Inherent
Birth Rites and a Noble Inheritance.
a. Birth Rites includes dominion over all Energy, Intellect and Matter.
b. Noble Inheritance includes dominion over all Spirit, Soul and/or Life
including DNA and all dominion, property, fixtures, attachment,
derivatives and futures.
8. No man has the Rite of dominion or assumption over the God Given Birth Rites
or Noble Inheritance of any other, dead, dying or alive.
9. When man accepts his inheritance his covenant includes the duty, obligation
and responsibility to act as a faithful Steward of God over all God’s Gifts.
10. No man has the Rite to assume the Birth Rites and Noble Inheritance of any
other, Living, dying or dead, specifically including Life Insurance claims.

Material Agreements
11. God bestowed to E/C all Dominion over E/C Birth Rites and Noble Inheritance,
including DNA and all property, attachments, fixtures, derivatives and futures
unto E/C.
12. E/C accepts E/C dispensation from God and claims Stewardship over E/C Birth
Rites and Noble Inheritance.
13. S/D agrees that S/D will not dominate and/or convert any of E/C Birth Rites or
Noble Inheritance for the Source materials and elements into resources for
private or personal gain or dominion.
a. Source elements are bestowed upon all men for the benefit of all men
and no man has any valid or Riteful claim to the same. Source elements
are dispensed and shared by all men.
b. The conversion of Source materials and elements into resources
belonging to another, specifically through the abuse of private currency,
is in fact and in deed fraudulent conversion if not converted back to
Source materials and elements.
14. S/D has no valid claim or Rite to convert E/C or any Element or Material Life,
specifically including DNA and all property, fixtures, attachments, derivatives
and/or futures into a resource under the dominion of any other being without
voluntary and express agreement and consent of E/C.
15. S/D had/has no valid or Riteful documentation or claim, such as a valid
Contract or Bill of Sale from E/C, to state any claim superior or Rite to assume
any superior dominion over E/C or the claims made by E/C, unless E/C
deliberately causes harm to another.
16. S/D will reconcile and recompense E/C for all unauthorized domination, trade,
sale, transfer and/or conveyance of any and all beneficial interests bestowed
upon E/C from God, regardless of the ways and/or means of the acquisition,
excepting voluntary and valid agreements.
17. S/D voluntarily forfeits all claims of dominion over any and all property, Real
Estate, land, water, food, agriculture, sun, air, weather, space, time, Energy,
Intellect, Power, Authority or animal and all fixtures, attachments, derivatives
and futures, for the abuse of Universal Laws.
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18. All PARTIES understand and voluntarily agree and consent to experience that
which they create(d). Every man reaps what he sews.
19. S/D agrees to return, restore and compensate E/C for all harm and material
usurpations, including Real Estate, property, attachments, fixtures, derivatives
and futures.
20. S/D will make sincere apologies to E/C.

Spiritual Agreements
21. God’s Energy, Intellect, Material and Life is the soul and sole property of The
Trust of God.
22. God bestowed Stewardship of the dispensations of Energies, Intellect
Dominion and Life unto man.
23. God bestowed Dominion and Free Will over a Soul unto every man and no
other has any valid claim of Rite of assumption over the Soul of any another,
through any ways or means, including ascent.
24. All PARTIES Grant Honor, Apologize, Forgive and Grace to THE ALL.
25. All PARTIES Grant Love, Peace, Harmony, Light and Gratitude to THE ALL.
26. All PARTIES will keep their thoughts, words, emotions and action pure and
loving.
27. All PARTIES will not vex, hate, cast any magic or spell, and/or send any
negative vibes and/or undesirable Energies or Intellect into THE ALL or any
portion of THE ALL.
28. All PARTIES will Honor and Obey the Word of God or descend and fall.
29. All PARTIES will go back in historical time and obliterate the blunders that
resulted in harmful (mis)creations.
30. All PARTIES will come to loving and beneficent creations before acting upon
any future creations.

Axioms
1. The Word of God is Supreme and Law.
2. Every man will reconcile and recompense all he harms including the harms done
by his (mis)creations.
3. Any law that is repugnant to or in contempt of the Word of God cannot stand and
will descend and fall.
4. Inanimate objects, including Governments, Corporations and STATES, cannot
act. It is the actor behind the (mis)creations who is/are responsible,
accountable, liable and culpable.
5. Finish your own list here…
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GLOSSARY
Action – Act is a thing done or a deed; a pretense; fact, achievement; work; perform; cause; make;
do; crime; impulse, etc… An act with the flow of energy or act+ion. See ion.
-age – A suffix indicating time. See ‘-ion’. See other suffixes.
Agitation - The stirring up of public interest in a matter of controversy, such as a political or social
issue; a state of excitement, disturbance, or worry; the act of moving something vigorously; the shaking
or stirring of something.
-ate – A suffix indication a status, office or group; contemplate all other words for the patterns
long enough to grasp the concept, not the particulars. We are conveying a principle of the language
only. It is amazing and amusing when it starts to flow. -gate – a state of being in the capacity of
another, (the ‘g’ is transitional) as in gate, entrance or portal; haven [Definition from Wikipedia as a
suffix -in nouns denoting an actual or alleged scandal, especially one involving a cover-up (this is like the
eye is the window to the soul); -date – a state of being in time; ‘-cate – a state of being in the capacity
of the thing; ‘-sate’ a state of being in relation (balance) to another; -late a state of being over time.
(The ‘gate’ is the star gate. That is entrance that ‘ports’ you into ‘star chambers’; this is done in “private”
(privileged + standing or status. When you do not have that you are ‘deprived’. Go with the words and
this all comes together. [privileged - ‘privy’ to the ‘leg’ of the ‘gate’ in the past or ‘ed’ meaning you can
go back in time or ‘dimension’ to correct the blunders in history!]). If you think the gatekeeper do not
know this, why do you suppose the judge has ‘star chambers’? Why do you suppose he is called the
gatekeeper?) Do this with all words…state of being (s+t+ate = (s) impedance or leak + (t) division or
capacitor + (ate) status); that is why a STATE has a governor and controller who cannot see the private
side because of the ‘t’, and has a holding capacity without ownership capacity...until mankind morphed
the in 1994 under the Reigle Community Development and Regulatory Improvements Act of 1994 (The
codification of the New World Order… Basically man is free if he claims his Rites and Inheritance;
otherwise he is a ’human resource’ at the mercy of the ideas of others... what See ‘-ion’. See other
suffixes.
Autonomy - (Ancient Greek: αὐτονομία autonomia from αὐτόνομος autonomos from αὐτο- auto"self" and νόμος nomos, "law", hence when combined understood to mean "one who gives oneself
one's own law") is a concept found in moral, political, and bioethical philosophy. Within these contexts,
it is the capacity of a rational individual to make an informed, un-coerced decision. In moral and political
philosophy, autonomy is often used as the basis for determining moral responsibility and accountability
for one's actions. In medicine, respect for the autonomy of patients is an important goal, though it can
conflict with a competing ethical principle, namely beneficence. Autonomy is also used to refer to the
self-government of the people. This is the beginning of the encyclopedic entry and discusses the ‘ethic
principle, namely beneficence.’ We all assumed the axiom that we had the Rite, Power and Authority
over our own beings because we were responsible, but we only got the responsibility without any power
or authority from mankind’s laws. When the beneficial interests from Life Stream are recorded as the
interests of some other person, it is highly probable that that person will die a premature death following
a miserable Life, making it a conflict of interest for that soul to even be born into the material world. The
same as the world has become since 1994, and accelerated in Sept. 2001 when the Genome sequencing
was complete and man became a ‘human resource’ traded through the automated system.
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Axiom - An axiom or postulate is a premise or starting point of reasoning. As classically conceived,
an axiom is a premise so evident as to be accepted as true without controversy. The word comes from
the Greek axíōma (ἀξίωμα) 'that which is thought worthy or fit' or 'that which commends itself as
evident.' As used in modern logic, an axiom is simply a premise or starting point for reasoning. Axioms
define and delimit the realm of analysis; the truth of an axiom is taken for granted within the particular
domain of analysis, and serves as a starting point for deducing and inferring other truths. No explicit
view regarding the absolute truth of axioms is ever taken in the context of modern mathematics, as such
a thing is considered to be irrelevant.
Blasphemy – Blasphemy is the act of insulting or showing contempt or lack of reverence for God,
to religious or holy persons or things, or toward something considered sacred or inviolable. The word
"blasphemy" came via Middle English blasfemen and Old French blasfemer and Late Latin blasphemare
from Greek βλασφημέω, from βλάπτω "injure" and φήμη "utterance, talk, speech". From blasphemare
also came Old French blasmer, from which English "blame" came. Blasphemy: 'from Gk. blasphemia "a
speaking ill, impious speech, slander," from blasphemein "to speak evil of."'[7] "In the sense of speaking
evil of God this word is found in Ps. 74:18; Isa. 52:5; Rom. 2:24; Rev. 13:1, 6; 16:9, 11, 21. It denotes also
any kind of calumny, or evil-speaking, or abuse (1 Kings 21:10 LXX; Acts 13:45; 18:6, etc.)."
Chicanery: the act of deceiving; something intended to deceive; deliberate trickery intended to
gain an advantage; deception by artful subterfuge or sophistry; actions or statements that trick people
into believing something that is not true; deception or trickery. Types: dupery, fraud, fraudulence, hoax,
humbug, put-on, deceit, deception, dissembling, dissimulation; Jugglery- artful trickery designed to
achieve an end; Goldbrick - anything that is supposed to be valuable but turns out to be worthless. The
word is most commonly used in reference to moneychangers, politicians, statesmen, religious leaders,
etc..
-ed – a suffix indication the flow of energy. An indication that the thing happened in past time,
and since then after the flow of the currency or ions has stopped. See ‘-ion’. See other suffixes.
Empirical - Empirical evidence (also empirical data, sense experience, empirical knowledge, or the
a posteriori) is a source of knowledge acquired by means of observation or experimentation. The term
comes from the Greek word for experience, ἐμπειρία (empeiría). Empirical evidence is information that
justifies a belief in the truth or falsity of a claim. In the empiricist view, one can claim to have knowledge
only when one has a true belief based on empirical evidence. This stands in contrast to the rationalist
view under which reason or reflection alone is considered to be evidence for the truth or falsity of some
propositions. The senses are the primary source of empirical evidence. Although other sources of
evidence, such as memory and the testimony of others, ultimately trace back to some sensory
experience, they are considered to be secondary, or indirect. In another sense, empirical evidence may
be synonymous with the outcome of an experiment. In this sense, an empirical result is a unified
confirmation. In this context, the term semi-empirical is used for qualifying theoretical methods which
use in part basic axioms or postulated scientific laws and experimental results. Such methods are
opposed to theoretical ab initio methods which are purely deductive and based on first principles.
Ephemeral – something that lasts a short time; i.e. a plant or material wealth in this embodiment
in relation to eternal life.
Heresy - The term heresy is from Greek αἵρεσις originally meant "choice" or "thing chosen", but it
came to mean the "party or school of a man's choice" and also referred to that process whereby a young
person would examine various philosophies to determine how to live. The word "heresy" is usually used
within a Christian, Jewish, or Islamic context, and implies slightly different meanings in each. The
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founder or leader of a heretical movement is called a heresiarch, while individuals who espouse heresy
or commit heresy are known as heretics. Heresiology is the study of heresy.
-ing- a suffix indicating the flow of energy or currency. It indicates that the flow of energy is
currently a completing the cycle. See ‘-ion’. See other suffixes.
-Ion – A suffix forming noun denoting verbal action. Creation is done through the word or breath
(verbal); this is the action of the power of the spoken word; also in the definition is the word ‘form’.
[Seek the Kingdom of Heaven first because the Spirit (God) grants the soul (Life Stream/man) the energy
and intellect over the body (matter) which does the work (application) to put it into ‘form’ (the creation
or formation); thus it is a man-i-fest-ation.]. An indication the flow of energy; An ion (/ˈaɪən, -ɒn/) is an
atom or molecule in which the total number of electrons is not equal to the total number of protons,
giving the atom or molecule a net positive or negative electrical charge. Ions can be created, by either
chemical or physical means, via ionization. In chemical terms, if a neutral atom loses one or more
electrons, it has a net positive charge and is known as a cation. If an atom gains electrons, it has a net
negative charge and is known as an anion. An ion consisting of a single atom is an atomic or monatomic
ion; if it consists of two or more atoms, it is a molecular or polyatomic ion. Because of their electric
charges, cations and anions attract each other and readily form ionic compounds, such as salts. In the
case of physical ionization of a medium, such as a gas, what are known as "ion pairs" are created by ion
impact, and each pair consists of a free electron and a positive ion. The ion is the flow of Energy and the
attractions for bonding. Using any word ending in ‘-ion’ is you indication that a charge is involved. This
means there is power, force and energy involved. The use of any word combined with ‘-ion’ or ‘ions’
affects the flow or currency or governs a thing. It might be considered a verb to express Energy, Power
and Force. This would include such words as disruption, obstruction, usurpations, manipulations,
obstructions, re- mis-directions, misrepresentations, calculations, mala- mis- or non- and exappropriations, alterations, retentions, complications, junctions, legislations, litigations, suspensions,
fusions, confusions, infusions, diversions, divisions, additions, subtractions, conversions, demonstrations,
institutions, intrusions, exclusions, extraditions, fissions, commissions, alterations, intercession, illusions,
limitations, conditions. When the ions or currency flow stops, the suffix becomes ‘-ed’ in past tense and ‘ment’ in ‘current tense’ or ‘tension’. When it holds currency or is redeemable it is ‘-ment’ or ‘mented’
such is the firmament, the minted (phonetics are the same) dollar and a business firm (meaning it holds
value and is not bankrupt or owing to others). E.g. Calculations gives the force, energy and or power.
The use of the ‘s’ and the ‘t’ prior to the ‘-ion’ is in reference to whether it is an intellectual
action/creation or physical/formation action, inter alia. When applied alchemically it is possible to
discover how to build ‘atomic things’ and thus has been a carefully guarded secret. In the wrong hands it
is disastrous and threatens the Universe… We will not unveil all information on suffixes for this reason,
inter alia. We were all taught this in school, but we were too young to connect the dots. It is hidden in
plain sight, right under our noses! We seek to promulgate just enough book knowledge for you to apply
it in experience to get out of miserable predicaments gifting the wisdom to realize who caused it, without
conveying the knowledge to harm others in potential feelings of wrath. Do your own investigations and
apply conductive contemplation on the important matters. See other suffixes.
Line sheet - A Line sheet can be a financial term with two meanings. A loan line sheet is a work
document used by bank examiners who can be either bank regulators or bank "third party" or consulting
examiners. The line sheet represents the examiner's review of a bank loan, whether a loan to a company
or to an individual. The line sheet initially contains basic information about the particular loan in
question, such as the original amount of the loan, the current balance, the monthly payment, etc. The
examiner then uses the line sheet to review the loan file, and makes his/her own notations and analysis
on the line sheet to document the review of the loan. A line sheet, or line guide, can also be a schedule
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that a company keeps for guidance showing the top lines that can be written inclusive of reinsurance on
different classes of risk. A line sheet is also a wholesale sales sheet used by a manufacturer in the
garment/fashion industry providing information on a product. It allows a garment to be listed with the
sizes in its size range, great for inventory tracking. It typically includes a line drawing or photograph of
the product (possibly computer generated), its identification or SKU number, the style, and perhaps a
swatch showing color and fabric. In lieu of swatches industry color standards such as Pantone numbers
may be used. Price, minimum order amounts, order cutoff dates, contact and delivery information are
also included. The Line sheet is the accounting done in the courts. The man exhibited as a garment or
material. His size and range is the height and weight. The mug shot is the photograph. His SKU number
is his Bar Code on his Birth Certificate. Style includes tattoos and birthmarks, ect., Color and race is
included, etc. Use alchemy to find the double talk and chicanery.
-ment – A suffix indication the flow of energy; Every time you see a word that is combined with the
suffix –ment. Think firm or firmament; the same as in The Original Creation. This is in the holding of as
charge, that a ‘-ment’ is there. After the time of holding a charge the suffix ‘-ed’ is added to the word
instead. E.g. After forcing something it becomes an ‘enforcement’; After empowering something it
becomes empowerment; When a thing is spoken into existence it becomes a firmament. After a thing is
established it is an establishment. It might be considered a verb for solidified and holding a charge. See
‘-ion’. See other suffixes.
Persons – See Acclamations of Life – Claims with a Charge
Promulgation - To make known to the public; popularize or advocate; To put (a law, for example)
into effect by formal public announcement.
The Power of Three - We are in three dimensional time and space on this terrestrial globe; The
Holy Trinity - Father, Son, Holy Spirit; Body, Mind, Soul; Id, Ego, Super-ego; In Christianity: The threefold
office of Christ is a Christian doctrine that Christ performs the functions of prophet, priest, and king. The
devil tempted Jesus three times. Saint Peter thrice denied Jesus and thrice affirmed his faith in Jesus;
The Magi gave Jesus three gifts; There are three Synoptic gospels and three epistles of John. E.g. “You
shall deny me thrice before the roster crows”; Thrice Jesus said to Peter, “Feed my sheep.” That is what
the Vatican claims gave the Papacy its power and authority over man. In religion: the Christian Holy
Trinity; the Hindu Trimurti; the Hindu Tridevi; the Three Jewels of Buddhism; the Three Pure Ones of
Taoism; the Triple Goddess of Wicca. E.g. In ZoroastrianismThe three virtues of Humata, Hukhta and
Huvarshta (Good Thoughts, Good Words and Good Deeds) are a basic tenet in Zoroastrianism. Even the
language of our DNA is written in a pattern of threes. Three is the ASCII code of "End of Text". Three is
the number of dimensions that humans can perceive. Humans perceive the universe to have three
spatial dimensions, but some theories, such as string theory, suggest there are more. Oh Boy! Look up
the number 3 up for yourself! It is the number of notices, correspondences, demands, commands or
requests required for a DEFAULT agreement.
The seven deadly sins – Lust - Lust, or lechery (carnal "luxuria") is an intense desire. Lust could be
exemplified by the intense desire for money, food, fame, power, or love; Gluttony - Derived from the
Latin gluttire, meaning to gulp down or swallow, gluttony (Latin, gula) is the over-indulgence and overconsumption of anything to the point of waste. Greed- Greed (Latin, avaritia), also known as avarice,
cupidity or covetousness, is, like lust and gluttony, a sin of excess. However, greed (as seen by the
church) is applied to a very excessive or rapacious desire and pursuit of material possessions. Sloth Sloth (Latin, acedia) can entail different vices. While sloth is sometimes defined as physical laziness,
spiritual laziness is emphasized. Failing to develop spiritually is key to becoming guilty of sloth. Sloth has
also been defined as a failure to do things that one should do. By this definition, evil exists when good
men fail to act. Wrath - Wrath (Latin, ira), also known as "rage", may be described as inordinate and
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uncontrolled feelings of hatred and anger. Wrath, in its purest form, presents with self-destructiveness,
violence, and hate that may provoke feuds that can go on for centuries. Wrath may persist long after the
person who did another a grievous wrong is dead. Feelings of anger can manifest in different ways,
including impatience, revenge, and self-destructive behavior, such as drug abuse or suicide. Envy - Like
greed and lust, Envy (Latin, invidia) is characterized by an insatiable desire. Envy is similar to jealousy in
that they both feel discontent towards someone's traits, status, abilities, or rewards. The difference is
the envious also desire the entity and covet it. Pride - In almost every list, pride (Latin, superbia), or
hubris (Greek), is considered the original and most serious of the seven deadly sins, and the source of
the others. It is identified as believing that one is essentially better than others, failing to acknowledge
the accomplishments of others, and excessive admiration of the personal self (especially holding self out
of proper position toward God). Including the ‘Historical sins’: Acedia - Acedia (Latin, acedia) (from
Greek ἀκηδία) is the neglect to take care of something that one should do. It is translated to apathetic
listlessness; depression without joy. It is related to melancholy: acedia describes the behaviour and
melancholy suggests the emotion producing it. Vainglory - (Latin, vanagloria) is unjustified boasting.
Pope Gregory viewed it as a form of pride, so he folded vainglory into pride for his listing of sins. The
Latin term gloria roughly means boasting, although its English cognate - glory - has come to have an
exclusively positive meaning. There are uncountable theosophies and philosophies surrounding these,
especially in religious dogma. You decide of your accord. Deities from ‘mythology’ are paired with these
deadly sins as demons. E.g. When the Bible discuss what seems to be the bipolar and bazaar behaviors
of ‘God’, it is in reference to the “pantheon of Gods”, not The Prime Creator or Source of THE ALL. i.e. The
statement, “The wrath of God” is in reference to the ‘Pantheon God’ in some cultures or theosophies as
Satan and in others as Aamon (also Amon and Nahum). It requires a computer, technology and an
obsessive personality to unravel this knot; and it is never completed because Life is Infinite, Eternal and
ever changing and thus, so it truth. This effects people in many different ways.
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